
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
MotiveWave Announces New Free Community Edition Charting Software 

MotiveWave Software has expanded its charting and trading platform lineup to include a free charting 
software called the Community Edition, available for Windows, macOS and Linux. 

Kelowna, BC – July 6th, 2020 - MotiveWave Software, a Kelowna-based developer of easy-to-
use high-performance charting and trading software, has announced the addition of a free 
charting software to its product lineup, named the Community Edition. 

The MotiveWave Community Edition has high quality charting, Replay Mode and built-in trade 
simulation, and is available for Windows, macOS and Linux. 

“We feel our Community Edition fills a much needed gap in the free desktop charting software 
space”, said Tony Lindsay, Founder of MotiveWave Software, “There aren’t a lot of options 
when it comes to free, high-quality charting solutions, and we believe that MotiveWave’s 
Community Edition fills that gap." 

The Community Edition charting software comes with a comprehensive set of charting tools 
including: 

 283+ Built-in Studies, including Volume Profile and VWAP 
 19 Standard Linear Bar Types 
 General Analysis Tools (Lines, Channels, Forks, and many more) 
 Advanced Commentary and Marker Tools 
 Chart Templates and Chart Linking 
 Fibonacci Tools 

The Free Community Edition also enables you to practice your trading and test out new trading 
ideas in MotiveWave’s Replay Mode using the built-in simulated account. 

MotiveWave’s Replay Mode enables you to go back to a specific date and time to replay market 
data, as well as linking charts for use in Replay Mode to have multiple charts all step forward 
together at the same time. 

MotiveWave’s built-in simulated account lets you see your simulated positions, orders, and 
trade history. 



 

MotiveWave also has a free Java Software Development Kit (SDK) that enables you to build and 
develop your own indicators and automated strategies. Or you can use 3rd party add-ons to 
enhance your MotiveWave platform, found in the MotiveWave Marketplace. 

MotiveWave can be used to trade any securities that your broker or data service supports. 
These may include stocks, futures, options, equities, cryptocurrencies and Forex.  MotiveWave 
currently supports 30+ brokers and data service providers. 

For more information about MotiveWave’s new free Community Edition charting software, 
please visit: https://support.motivewave.com/free-charting-software. 
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About MotiveWave Software 

Founded in 2010, MotiveWave Software is a developer of easy-to-use high-performance 
charting and trading software for the individual active trader. Built with the individual trader in 
mind, the company's full-featured trading platform, MotiveWave, provides advanced charting, 
market analysis, strategy creation and backtesting, which enables traders to easily execute their 
trading decisions accurately and efficiently through its intuitive charts, trading screens and 
order management capabilities. Based in Kelowna, BC, MotiveWave Software is continually 
invested in product development to make MotiveWave the best charting and trading software 
available. 
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